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Introduction

The kitchen is calm. Too calm. 
All of a sudden, the chaos begins: as bits of cheese 
fall off the table, mice scurry in to snatch them up! 

The cat, who was patiently waiting for this moment, 
extends his claws and leaps onto the rodents. But he 
didn’t notice the dog, who suddenly appears with his 
mouth wide open… This chaotic crowd chases and 

squabbles with each other all around the room until 
the infuriated innkeeper bangs on a pot to disperse 
the would-be thieves. After all that hubbub, can you 

remember how much cheese there actually was? 
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Contents

  7 wooden Cheese 
pawns

 6 dice
• 3 yellow dice
• 3 orange dice

 40 double-sided Kitchen cards
• 32 Platter cards
• 8 Character cards

Platter cards each have a number in the 
middle (from 0 to 7+), which represents the 
number of cheese you've counted.

The little number on the yellow background 
simply reminds you which number is on the 
backside of the card.

Character cards show your remaining 
points, from 0 to 7.

Die faces either show cheese (in various quantities) or a character.

Yellow dice are used for your first games, 
while orange dice add extra rules.

Cheese pawns lock in your guess.
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  For your first game, we recommend only 
using the yellow dice. Leave the orange dice 
in the box: they have extra gameplay rules 
(see page 6).

Roll the dice and figure out how much cheese is left 
over before the other players.

1   Each player takes a set of cards of the same color 
made up of:

 1 Character card
 4 Platter cards (double-sided and numbered 0 to 7+)

Put any unused sets back in the box.

2   Each player places their Character card in front of 
them (so the "7" points is at the top) and holds all 
their Platter cards in their hand.

3   Take Cheese pawns equal to the number of players 
minus 1 and place them in the middle of the table. 
Put any unused pawns back in the box.

4   Place the dice in the middle of the table, within reach 
of all players (you can look at them before beginning 
the game).

Overview and Goal

Setup
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Example setup for 
a 4-player game
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A game of Cheese Master plays over several rounds. It ends 
when only one player is left in the game (see page 9).
This is a speed and observation game: Each round, the players 
must deduce how many cheese wedges are left after the die roll. 
The round has 2 steps:

1   One player rolls all the dice in the middle of the table 
(for the first round, the owner of the game does this).

2   All players try to count the number of wedges -according 
to the die roll- as fast as they can (everybody plays at the 
same time, there are no "turns").

To calculate the total cheese wedges, apply the dice as follows  
(from top to bottom):

Gameplay Overview

+1/+2/+3

-1

-1

-1

-1/-2

The mouse king removesremoves 1 wedge, 
no matter the cost!

The innkeeper removesremoves all dogs, cats, and 
mice (except the mouse king).

The dog removesremoves 1 cat.

Each cat removesremoves 1 mouse 
(except the mouse king).

Each mouse removesremoves 1 wedge 
(2 mice remove 2 wedges …)

1 wedge addsadds 1 
(2 wedges add 2 …)

Do not apply the effects of removed dice!
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3   As soon as a player thinks they have the right 
number of cheese wedges left, they must take the 
following actions in this exact order:

  Place 1 of their Platter cards in front of them 
with the number they guessed face up (shown 
in the middle of the card).
  Cover their Platter card with 1 of the available 
Cheese pawns, taken from the middle of the 
table, to lock in their choice. 

The round ends as soon as there are no 
more Cheese pawns in the middle of 
the table.
Since there is 1 less pawn than there 
are players, all but 1 player will have a 
Cheese pawn!

Adrien just rolled the 3 yellow dice in the middle of 
the table. He looks at them carefully and deduces 
that there are only 2 cheese wedges left. He places his 
Platter card with the “2” side face up. Then he covers it 
with one of the available Cheese pawns.

ExampleExample
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1   The player who did not take a Cheese pawn 
immediately loses 1 point. They rotate (or flip over) 
their Character card to show 1 less point.

2   Any players who did not guess the right number of 
remaining cheese wedges immediately lose 2 points. 
They rotate (or flip over) their Character card to show 
2 less points.

End of the Round

Charlie's guess was wrong. He played a “3” Platter card, 
but there were 2 cheese wedges left! He turns his card 180° 
to show he only has 5 points left.

ExampleExample
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If you go below 4 points, flip your Character card over to  
continue adjusting your points.

When a player loses their last point, 
they turn their Character card to 0 and 
are eliminated from the game. Each 
time a player is eliminated, remember 
to remove 1 Cheese pawn from the 
game, so that there are always 1 fewer 
than the number of players.

3   Now you can start a new round. Return the Cheese 
pawns to the center of the table. The player who did 
not get a Cheese pawn this round chooses 
a player to roll the dice.

 Elimination 
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Adrien has 4 points and loses 2 points this round. He flips his 
Character card over to show his new score of “2” facing him.

ExampleExample
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During the last round, Adrien had 2 points but guessed 
incorrectly, so he lost both his points. Charlie had 1 
point, but she didn’t take a Cheese pawn, so she also lost 
her last point. Since both players were eliminated, they 
regain the points they had and play a new round.

ExampleExample

Mistakes can happen at any time during the game. If you do 
any of the following, you immediately lose 1 point:

 Roll the dice off the table; 
  Touch the dice after rolling them but before the end 
of the round;
 Take a Cheese pawn before playing your Platter card.

Penalties

The last player still in play immediately wins the game. 
In case of a tie, the tied players replay the last round to 
determine the winner.

End of the Game
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For longer games, you can start the game with just 1 random 
yellow die. When that game is over, start a new game with 
1 additional yellow die, and so on for the following games. 
Then add 1 orange die per game (still following the reference 
table on page 6). The winner is whoever won the majority of 
these 6 games. They are the true Cheese Master!

Once all players are familiar with the 3 yellow dice, you can 
introduce new effects by using one or more orange dice. 
Start with the orange die that's lowest on the reference 
table on page 6 (dog, then innkeeper, then mouse king). 

Adding Orange
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Player Aid

+1/+2/+3

-1

-1

-1

-1/-2

The mouse king removesremoves 1 wedge, 
no matter the cost!

The innkeeper removesremoves all dogs, cats, and 
mice (except the mouse king).

The dog removesremoves 1 cat.

Each cat removesremoves 1 mouse 
(except the mouse king).

Each mouse removesremoves 1 wedge 
(2 mice remove 2 wedges …)

1 wedge addsadds 1 
(2 wedges add 2 …)

 Counting Example 
1  There are 4 wedges (3+1). 
2   The mouse king removes 

1 wedge.
3  The dog removes the cat.
4   So the cat does not remove 

the mouse. 
5  The mouse removes 1 wedge.
6  So there are 2 wedges left!
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